GETTING TO THE INNOVATION ZONE

ADDRESS
Climate Action Innovation Zone, rear of Tonino Lamborghini Hotel, Sharm El-Sheikh, Egypt

WHAT 3 WORDS
twinning.halving.screeners

BY CAR OR TAXI
There is direct road access to the Innovation Zone with a dedicated drop off/pick up point and parking.

BY BUS
The nearest bus stops are outside the Green Zone and the Tonino Lamborghini Hotel & Resort. Innovation Zone badge holders (or those with invitations) may walk through the grounds of the Tonino Lamborghini Hotel (7 mins) or use the shuttle bus picking up from inside the main gate of the hotel.

FROM THE BLUE ZONE
There will be regular Climate Action shuttle buses running between the Blue Zone car park and the Innovation Zone. Due to last minute security reasons, unfortunately pedestrian access through Gate 10 of the Blue Zone has been closed.

FROM THE GREEN ZONE
The Innovation Zone is an easy walk from the Green Zone. Innovation Zone badge holders (or those with invitations) may walk through the grounds of the Tonino Lamborghini Hotel (7 mins) or use the shuttle bus picking up from inside the main gate of the hotel.
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